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The convicts actually cheated one another and their guards
to win a game—when the prize was the honour of being*
finished off by a quick buliet from the warder's rifle.
Despite inhuman conditions of 'Le Bagne,' the lack of
discipline among the prisoners, and the number of so-called
privileges received disgusted one English writer who went
to the colony especially to study the New Caledonian prison
system. In his book, In an Unknown Prison-land, George
Griffiths writes in shocked terms of the intolerable liberties
allowed these 'bloodthirsty scoundrels.'
CI had gone to Noumea full up to the roots of my hair
with the utterly erroneous notions which I had picked up
from books and conversations. The books appear to have
been written mostly b)r returned deportees or communards
who had been banished in '71 and '72, and allowed to return
to France after the general amnesty.' (Presumably these
people couldn't be expected to know much about prison
condition). 'Now that is what I actually saw of convict life
before I had passed the prison gates for the first time. I had
eaten my second dinner at the Cercle, and Lord Dunmore,
taking pit}7 on my isolation, said :
'"The convict-band is playing in the square to-night;
suppose we go and get some seats ? "'
£"The convict what ?5' I said, harking back mentally to
the rigid English system, and trying to picture to myself an
English convict playing a cornet.
'"It's what they call here the Musique de la Trans-
portation. It's quite an institution in Noumea. I don't
suppose there's anything like it anywhere else."
'So I went, feeling verily a stranger in a strange land. It
was an absolutely perfect tropical night. .. There were
pretty costumes and brilliant uniforms, stars and medals
and all the rest of it, and the one finishing tropical touch
that was needful was added by the wandering bands of
laughing Kanakas, with gaudy waistcloths and fantastic
headgear, big luminous eyes, and teeth that gleamed whitely
as they laughed.
'Saving these last, there was nothing that would have

